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Abstract

Modern Entity Linking (EL) systems entrench001
a popularity bias. However, there is no dataset002
focusing on tail and emerging entities in lan-003
guages other than English. We present Hansel,004
a new benchmark in Chinese that fills the va-005
cancy of non-English few-shot and zero-shot006
EL challenges. The test set of Hansel is human007
annotated and reviewed, created with a novel008
method for collecting zero-shot EL datasets. It009
covers 10K diverse documents in news, social010
media posts and other web articles, with Wiki-011
data as its target Knowledge Base. We demon-012
strate that the existing state-of-the-art EL sys-013
tem performs poorly on Hansel (R@1 of 36.6%014
on Few-Shot). We then establish a strong base-015
line that scores a R@1 of 46.2% on Few-Shot016
and 76.6% on Zero-Shot on our dataset. We017
also show that our baseline achieves competi-018
tive results on TAC-KBP2015 Chinese Entity019
Linking task.020

1 Introduction021

Entity Linking (EL) is the task of grounding a tex-022

tual mention in context to a corresponding entity in023

a Knowledge Base (KB). It is a fundamental com-024

ponent in applications such as Question Answering025

(Févry et al., 2020a; Guu et al., 2020; De Cao et al.,026

2019), KB Completion (Shen et al., 2014; Zhang027

et al., 2014) and Dialogue (Curry et al., 2018).028

An unresolved challenge in EL is to accurately029

link against emerging and less popular entities. The030

Zero-Shot Entity Linking problem was presented031

by Logeswaran et al. (2019), aiming at linking men-032

tions to entities unseen during training. On the033

other hand, Chen et al. (2021) raised a common034

popularity bias in EL, i.e. EL systems significantly035

under-perform on tail entities that share names with036

popular entities. Intuitively, we name the challenge037

to resolve tail entities as Few-Shot Entity Linking,038

as most of them have only a few number of train-039

ing examples. Despite the aforementioned studies,040

non-English resources for zero-shot and few-shot041

EL are seldom available, hindering progress for 042

these challenges across languages. 043

Moreover, existing zero-shot and few-shot EL 044

datasets have a limited diversity, rooted from their 045

collection methods that rely on hyperlink structures 046

or manual templates. Logeswaran et al. (2019) ex- 047

tracted mentions from Wikia articles hyperlinked 048

to the Wikia KB, and Botha et al. (2020) used links 049

from Wikinews to Wikipedia, where only 3K out 050

of 289K (1%) mentions fall into its zero-shot slice. 051

Chen et al. (2021) generated AmbER sets by filling 052

pre-defined templates with KB attributes. These 053

dataset collection approaches are limited, as men- 054

tions are biased towards hyperlink editing conven- 055

tions or syntactic templates. 056

To address the language bias and lack of syn- 057

tactic diversity in few-shot and zero-shot EL 058

datasets, we present Hansel, a human-calibrated 059

and challenging EL benchmark in simplified Chi- 060

nese. Hansel consists of few-shot and zero-shot 061

test sets, as well as a Wikipedia-based training set. 062

The few-shot slice is collected from a multi-stage 063

matching and annotation process. A core prop- 064

erty of this dataset is that all mentions are ambigu- 065

ous and “hard” (Tsai and Roth, 2016), where the 066

ground-truth entity is not the most popular by the 067

mention. The zero-shot slice is collected from a 068

novel searching-based process, where annotators 069

are presented with a new entity’s description, and 070

find corresponding mentions and adversarial exam- 071

ples with Web search engines over diverse domains. 072

We demonstrate that both slices are challenging for 073

state-of-the-art EL models. We further design a 074

type system exploiting rich Wikidata structure, and 075

propose a novel architecture utilizing the type sys- 076

tem that improves over dual-encoder based models. 077

The main contributions of this work are: 078

• Publish Hansel, a challenging multi-domain 079

benchmark for Chinese EL with Wikidata as 080

KB, featuring a zero-shot slice with emerging 081

entities, a few-shot slice with hard mentions, 082
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and a large training set with 1M documents.083

• Propose a novel and feasible zero-shot entity084

linking dataset collection paradigm, applica-085

ble for any language.086

• Achieve strong results on TAC-KBP2015 Chi-087

nese EL task with a monolingual model, on a088

par with state-of-the-art multilingual models089

on this task.090

2 Related Work091

For years, the primary focus of Entity Linking stud-092

ies were constrained to English-only and fixed-KB093

settings (Ling et al., 2015; Févry et al., 2020b; Ling094

et al., 2020; De Cao et al., 2021a). Cross-Lingual095

Entity Linking (XEL) was introduced to link non-096

English mentions to English KBs. (McNamee et al.,097

2011; Ji et al., 2015) Recently, Botha et al. (2020)098

introduced Multilingual Entity Linking, a more099

general formulation to link mentions from any lan-100

guage to a language-agnostic KB. Their Mewsli-101

9 multilingual benchmark alleviates the language102

bias in general EL to some extent, but many lan-103

guages including Chinese are not yet covered.104

Zero-Shot Entity Linking was proposed by Lo-105

geswaran et al. (2019), with an English zero-shot106

EL dataset published. Mewsli-9 has a zero-shot107

slice of 3,198 multilingual mentions, though only108

hyperlinked texts in Wikinews are included. Zero-109

shot EL on temporally evolving KBs has been less110

discussed. To this end, Hoffart et al. (2014) pro-111

posed EL on emerging entities, but the dataset is112

also English-only. In this work, we present the113

first non-English zero-shot EL dataset focusing on114

emerging entities.115

Few-Shot Entity Linking was frequently stud-116

ied recently. Provatorova et al. (2021) suggested117

that it is possible to obtain high accuracy on popular118

EL datasets by merely learning the prior, and re-119

leased ShadowLink test set whose “Shadow” subset120

is similar with our few-shot setting, but only avail-121

able in English. Chen et al. (2021) discovered that122

current EL systems significantly under-perform on123

tail entities, and released AmbER test sets for this124

task. Their dataset is English-only and generated125

by filling pre-defined templates with KB attributes.126

Tsai and Roth (2016) has a cross-lingual “hard”127

subset similar to our setting, but the corpus domain128

is limited to Wikipedia. In this work, we present129

the first non-English, human-calibrated few-shot130

EL dataset with better syntactic diversity.131

In Chinese language, existing EL datasets are 132

very limited. An established dataset is TAC- 133

KBP2015 Tri-Lingual Entity Linking Track (Ji 134

et al., 2015), adapting the Cross-Lingual EL setting 135

where the mention is in Chinese and the KB is in 136

English. Datasets in the same series (Ji et al., 2016, 137

2017) are also relevant. DuEL (Han et al., 2020) 138

is an EL dataset with a native Chinese KB, but the 139

KB only includes an incomplete subset of Baidu’s 140

knowledge base (390K entities), making it diffi- 141

cult to serve as a comprehensive EL benchmark. 142

CLEEK (Zeng et al., 2020) contains 2,786 men- 143

tions, annotated to the union of Chinese Wikipedia 144

and CN-DBPedia (Xu et al., 2017), but it does not 145

focus on zero-shot or few-shot EL. More compari- 146

son of existing Chinese EL benchmarks and their 147

limitations are in Appendix I. Our proposed bench- 148

mark enriches Chinese EL resources and alleviates 149

their popularity bias, providing basis for Chinese 150

and multilingual few-shot and zero-shot EL studies. 151

3 Hansel Dataset 152

Define a set of entities E that are entries of a 153

Knowledge Base (KB). Given an input text doc- 154

ument D = {s1, . . . , sd} and a set of entity 155

mentions that are spans with known boundaries: 156

MD = {m1, . . . ,mn}, an Entity Linking (EL, also 157

referred to as Entity Disambiguation) system out- 158

puts mention-entity pairs: {(mi, ei)}i∈[1,n], where 159

each entity is either a known KB entity or NIL (an 160

entity out of KB): e ∈ E ∪ {nil}. The broader 161

instance of EL where mention spans are not given 162

De Cao et al. (2021a) is out of scope for this work. 163

We publish an EL dataset for simplified Chi- 164

nese (zh-hans), named Hansel. The training set is 165

processed from Wikipedia. The test set of Hansel 166

contains Few-Shot (FS) and Zero-Shot (ZS) slices, 167

focusing respectively on tail entity linking and zero- 168

shot generalization to emerging entities. Both test 169

sets contain mentions drawn from diverse docu- 170

ments, with the ground truth entity ID annotated. 171

Dataset statistics are shown in Table 1. 172

3.1 Knowledge Base 173

To reflect the common scenario of temporally evolv- 174

ing knowledge bases, we split Wikidata entities into 175

Known and New sets using two historical dumps: 176

Known Entities (Eknown) refer to Wikidata en- 177

tities in 2018-08-13 dump. All our models are 178

trained with Eknown as KB. 179

New Entities (Enew) refer to Wikidata entities 180
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Leonardo Rodriguez PereiraQ494016: 

Brizillian footballer.

“leonardo” 
The British self-portrait boy named Charles Levi, the photographer praised 

him as the "young version of Leonardo" and took several photos of him.

14th round of the Chinese Super League kicked off on the evening of the 

23rd. Ibrahimovic, Leonardo and Zhu Jianrong respectively made 

contributions. They finally defeated R&F with a score of 3:2.

Leonardo’s boyhood was not smooth. In 1992, he had just entered the top 

five European leagues in Valencia...

Corpus matches 
Alias 

AT@1 correct? Annotate entities 

Leonardo DiCaprioQ38111: 

American actor and film producer.

(Discard) 

(Keep) 

(Keep) 

Figure 1: Annotation process for the Few-Shot dataset, with an actual (translated) example in Hansel-FS. We first match
aliases against the corpora to generate diversified potential mentions, then annotate if the most popular entity (AT@1) is the
correct candidate for each mention. We only keep cases where AT@1 is incorrect, and annotate the correct entity against the KB.

Q73895818

The Adventures of 

Pinocchio (2021 film) 

The fox and the cat swindled Pinocchio out of his coins. Pinocchio went to 

report to the officials and found that the Monkey Judge talked 

incoherently… 

#PinocchioReleaseDate# The fantasy film “ Pinocchio”, adapted from the 

classic fairy tale, will be released on June 1st for Children’s Day.. . . 

 Having prepared for more than 10 years, Guillermo del Toro’s Pinocchio  

was successfully acquired by Netflix, becoming a new film of the 

streaming media giant…

The Adventures of Pinocchio (2021 

film)Q73895818 : An animated dark fantasy 

musical film.

PinocchioQ6502703 :  A fictional character.

NIL_OTHER 

Search corresponding and adversarial mentions Entity Annotate entities 

Figure 2: Annotation process for the Zero-Shot dataset, with a translated example in Hansel-ZS. Given a new entity, we
search on the Web for a corresponding mention, and a few mentions that share the same mention text but refer to different entities.

in 2021-03-15 dump that do not exist in Eknown.181

Intuitively, entities in Enew were newly added to182

Wikidata between 2018 and 2021 thus never seen183

when training on 2018 data, thus considered as a184

zero-shot setting.185

Entity filtering. We filter original Wikidata en-186

tities extending logic by Botha et al. (2020) to get187

a clean KB: we remove all instances of Wikime-188

dia disambiguation pages, templates, categories,189

modules, list pages, project pages, Wikidata prop-190

erties, as well as their subclasses, as detailed in191

Appendix D. For the scope of this paper, we fur-192

ther constrain to entities with a Chinese Wikipedia193

page (in Wikipedia 2021-03-01 dump). After fil-194

tering, Eknown contains roughly 1M entities and195

Enew contains 57K entities.196

Alias table. An alias table defines the probabil-197

ity of a text mention m linking to an entity e, i.e.198

P (e|m). We extract an alias table from Wikipedia199

2021-03-01 for both Eknown and Enew by parsing200

Wikipedia internal links, redirections and page ti-201

tles, following (De Cao et al., 2021b). We denote202

this alias table as AT-base.203

Wikidata Type system. Prior work demon-204

strated that types can benefit EL systems (Ling205

et al., 2015; Raiman and Raiman, 2018; Fu et al.). 206

We introduce a new formulation for coarse and 207

fine entity typing, utilizing rich structural knowl- 208

edge in Wikidata. The type system is general and 209

language-agnostic. Define original Wikidata enti- 210

ties as E, property types as P , and relation triples 211

as R(e1, p, e2). We define a transitive typing fea- 212

ture denoted as Type: 213

R(e1, P31, e2) ⇒ Type(e1, e2), 214

Type(e1, e2) ∧R(e2, P279, e3) ⇒ Type(e1, e3), 215

where P31 stands for instance of and P279 for 216

subclass of relations in Wikidata. We then define 217

coarse types with this feature: 218

Coarse Types. We define in Table 2 five orthog- 219

onal categories: person (PER), location (LOC), 220

organization (ORG), event (EVENT), and others 221

(OTHER). Note that our location type effectively 222

combines GPE, LOC and FAC types as defined in 223

ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) and TAC-KBP2016 224

(Ji et al., 2016) in order to better fit Wikidata typ- 225

ing guideline 1. We use the same PER definition as 226

1We refer to https://www.wikidata.org/
wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Infoboxes when
choosing appropriate entities for corresponding types.
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# Mentions # Documents # Entities

In-KB NIL Total In-KB NIL Total Eknown Enew Total

Train 9.89M - 9.89M 1.05M - 1.05M 541K - 541K
Validation 9,677 - 9,677 1,000 - 1,000 6,323 - 6,323
Hansel-FS 3,404 1,856 5,260 3,389 1,850 5,234 2,720 - 2,720
Hansel-ZS 4,208 507 4,715 4,200 507 4,704 1,054 2,992 4,046

Table 1: Statistics of the Hansel dataset. We break down the number of mentions and documents by whether the label is a NIL
entity or inside Wikidata (In-KB), and the number of distinct entities by whether the entity is in an emerging entity in Enew.

Coarse Type Definition

PER(e) Type(e,Q215627)
LOC(e) Type(e,Q618123)
ORG(e) Type(e,Q43229)

EV ENT (e) Type(e,Q1656682)
OTHER(e) All other entities

Table 2: Coarse types defined with transitive Type.

TAC-KBP2016, and add an EVENT type.227

Fine Types. We design an entity feature Top-228

Snaks as our fine typing system. TopSnaks are de-229

fined as top 10,000 property-value pairs, i.e. (p, e2)230

tuples, sorted by entity frequency in KB 2. An ex-231

ample TopSnak is P31-Q5, which means “instance232

of human”. We verify that the TopSnaks generated233

on the 2018 Wikidata dump covers about 90% of234

Enew, indicating good generalizability over time.235

Examples of TopSnaks are in Appendix C.236

3.2 Training Data237

Following previous work (Botha et al., 2020;238

De Cao et al., 2021a), we use Wikipedia internal239

links to construct a training set. The alignment of240

Wikidata and Wikipedia ecosystems enables utility241

of rich hyperlink structure in Wikipedia.242

All new entities Enew are kept unseen during243

training. Ideally, one would acquire the 2018244

Wikipedia dump as the training corpus. As the245

full 2018 Wikipedia dump is not publicly avail-246

able, we use 2021-03-01 Wikipedia dump and hold247

out all entity pages mapped to Enew as well as248

all mentions with pagelinks to Enew entities. Our249

zero-shot evaluation slice is based on Enew.250

To focus on simplified Chinese, we consider251

Chinese-Wikipedia only, and converted traditional252

Chinese characters to simplified in all training and253

2“SNAK” is a Wikidata term referring to “some no-
tation about knowledge” : https://www.wikidata.
org/wiki/Q86719099.

evaluation sets, as well as the alias table 3. The 254

training set contains 9.9M mentions from 1.1M 255

documents. We hold out 1K full documents (9.7K 256

mentions) as the validation set. 257

3.3 Few-Shot Evaluation Slice 258

For the Few-Shot (FS) test set, we collect human 259

annotations in three Chinese corpora: LCSTS (Hu 260

et al., 2015), covering Weibo microblogging short 261

text, SohuNews and TenSiteNews, long news arti- 262

cles from Sohu and other news sites (Wang et al., 263

2008). Details of these corpora are in Appendix A. 264

Matching. The FS slice is collected based on a 265

matching-based process as illustrated in Figure 1. 266

We first use AT-base to match against the corpora to 267

generate candidates, then sample ambiguous men- 268

tions diversified by mention-text for human anno- 269

tation. Note that we only match ambiguous men- 270

tions with at least two entity candidates in Eknown, 271

and keep limited examples per mention for better 272

diversity. Matching and sampling details are in 273

Appendix A. 274

Annotation. Human annotation was performed 275

on more than 15K examples with 15 annotators. 276

For each example, annotators answer a series of 277

questions: First, they modify the incorrect men- 278

tion boundary, or remove the example if it is not 279

an entity mention. Then, they select among alias 280

table candidates for the referred entity. For each 281

candidate, annotators have access to its entity de- 282

scription (first paragraph in Wikipedia) and the 283

original Wikipedia link. If the candidate with the 284

highest prior (AT@1) is correct, then the example 285

is discarded. 75% of examples are dropped in this 286

step. If none of the candidates are correct, the an- 287

notator is then asked to find the correct Wikipedia 288

page (mapped to a Wikidata QID) for the entity 289

through search engines. If no Wikipedia page can 290

3We use HanziConv to convert to Simplified Chinese:
https://github.com/berniey/hanziconv.
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be found, they fill the coarse entity type defined291

in Table 2 and label a NIL entity with its coarse292

type. The process is illustrated in Figure 2. More293

examples of the FS slice are in Appendix E.294

3.4 Zero-shot Evaluation Slice295

Collecting a Zero-Shot (ZS) slice is challenging,296

due to the difficulty to find occurrences of new en-297

tities on a fixed text corpus, especially when the298

corpus is out-of-domain and hyperlink structures299

cannot be exploited. To address this challenge, we300

design a novel data collection scheme by search-301

ing entity mentions across the Web given an entity302

description. The process is detailed below.303

Type balancing. We first down-sample Enew304

to get a diverse set of entities with various coarse305

types, as the original distribution ofEnew is heavily306

biased towards OTHER (52%) and PER (38%). We307

draw samples fromEnew by 50% random sampling308

and 50% type-diversified sampling.309

Searching-based Annotation. For each entity310

in Enew, annotators are given its title, description311

and Wikidata aliases. They are asked to search the312

Internet 4 for a corresponding mention of the en-313

tity, and collect the mention context. They further314

seek 1 or 2 adversarial examples by searching for315

a same or similar mention referring to a different316

entity. The process is illustrated in Figure 2 with an317

example of adversarial examples. Such confusing318

examples introduce more label diversity and reduce319

bias on this dataset. More examples of the ZS slice320

are in Appendix E.321

3.5 Dataset Quality and Statistics322

Expert checking. For both FS and ZS slices, af-323

ter the first pass of annotation, there is an expert-324

checking phase, where 5 human experts manually325

examine and correct all annotated examples. “Ex-326

perts” are well-trained annotators who made fewest327

mistakes in the trial annotation and learned basic328

knowledge of entity linking. Each example is la-329

beled by one annotator and reviewed by one expert330

(i.e. tie-breaking by choosing the expert’s result).331

The expert-reviewed results are used as the ground332

truth (GT) of this dataset.333

Dataset statistics. As reported in Table 1, the334

FS slice has 5,260 mentions from 5,234 documents,335

covering 2,720 diverse entities. The ZS slice has336

4,715 mentions across 4,707 documents, covering337

4To facilitate searching, we provide annotators with pre-
filled search query templates in an annotation tool, such as
Google queries with entity names and target domains.

4,046 distinct entities. Domains of examples are 338

in news (51.5%) and social media (48.5%) for FS 339

slice, and news (38.6%), social media (14.9%), and 340

other articles such as E-books, papers and com- 341

merce (46.4%) for ZS slice. 342

Dataset Quality. To measure dataset quality, we 343

first calculate the percentage agreement between 344

the annotator and the expert. The percentage agree- 345

ment of Hansel-FS and Hansel-ZS are 87.3% and 346

95.9% respectively, i.e. modification rate is 12.7% 347

and 4.1% during expert checking. Both imperfect 348

mention boundaries and wrong entities count as 349

disagreements, whereas boundary changes account 350

for 40.1% for FS disagreements and 53% for ZS. 351

We further take a random sample from the final 352

dataset, 100 entries from FS and 100 from ZS, and 353

present the mention context with the GT entity to 354

two annotators, to independently label whether GT 355

is correct. In this step, two annotators agree on 356

88% of the cases in FS slice and 94% of the cases 357

in ZS slice. We use Cohen’s Kappa coefficient to 358

evaluate the inter-annotator agreement. The coeffi- 359

cient is 0.622 for FS and 0.651 for ZS, indicative of 360

substantial agreement between annotators (Fleiss 361

and Cohen, 1973). Average human accuracy (eval- 362

uating on GT) is 88% for FS and 95.5% for ZS. 363

3.6 Extending to Other Languages 364

To port our annotation method to a new language, 365

one may re-use our chosen Wikidata dumps to con- 366

struct Enew and Eknown, and apply a different lan- 367

guage filter to get the target set of entities. Then, 368

one may obtain an alias table by parsing language- 369

specific Wikipedia. If there is a large text corpus for 370

the language, one may adopt our matching-based 371

process in Section 3.3 for a few-shot EL dataset. 372

For new entities (also applicable for few-shot enti- 373

ties, if no matching corpus is available), one may 374

refer to the searching-based method in Section 3.4, 375

to present annotators each entity and search the 376

Web for mentions in the language. The annotators 377

need to have expertise in the target language. 378

4 Models 379

We establish baseline models on the Hansel dataset, 380

including a Dual Encoder (DE) model and a Cross- 381

Attention encoder (CA) model for entity disam- 382

biguation. We also present a novel architecture 383

that exploit our coarse and fine typing system, and 384

show that typing-based auxiliary supervision pro- 385

vides improvements on DE. 386
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Figure 3: Typing-enhanced Dual Encoder (TyDE) architecture. Both mention and entity encoders are 12-layer transformer
encoders initialized from BERT-base, projecting mention in context (annotated with [E1] and [/E1] markers) and entity description
to 256-d embeddings. Cosine similarity between mention and entity embeddings is jointly optimized with typing losses.

4.1 Dual Encoder Model387

Following previous work (Wu et al., 2020; Botha388

et al., 2020), we train a Dual Encoder (DE) model389

to project entity and mention contextual represen-390

tations into a same vector space. Such models391

are scalable in that the entity embeddings can be392

pre-computed and stored, enabling fast retrieval or393

dot-product based similarity scoring.394

The dual encoder takes a mention-entity pair395

(m, e) and outputs their cosine similarity score:396

sim(m, e) =
ϕ(m)Tψ(e)

∥ϕ(m)∥∥ψ(e)∥
, (1)397

where both ϕ and ψ are learned transformer en-398

coders projecting mention and entity input se-399

quences into d-dimensional vectors (d=256). For400

both encoders, we use BERT-base and map the401

[CLS] token with a dense layer to the output em-402

bedding. Following Botha et al. (2020), we use403

mention boundary tokens to wrap mentions in con-404

text. We concatenate the title and the first paragraph405

in Chinese Wikipedia as an entity’s description for406

input of ψ. The DE model is optimized with in-407

batch sampled softmax loss.408

We use the DE model as a scoring step on can-409

didates generated by the alias table AT-base, com-410

bining the model’s prediction sim(m, e) with the411

prior P (e|m) to produce a score s(m, e):412

s(m, e) = P (e|m)sim(m, e). (2)413

4.2 Cross-Attention Encoder Model414

Following Botha et al. (2020), we train a Cross-415

Attention encoder model (CA) which takes con-416

catenated mention and entity inputs, the same text417

representations as for DE, and encodes their simi-418

larity. We optimize CA with a binary cross-entropy419

loss. We use CA’s output score to rank candidates 420

generated by the alias table. 421

Since the training set only comes with positive 422

examples, we use the alias table to mine hard nega- 423

tives, and randomly keep 20% of negative examples 424

to reduce label imbalance. 425

4.3 TyDE: Typing-enhanced Dual Encoder 426

Previous work (Ling et al., 2015; Raiman and 427

Raiman, 2018) suggested that type coherence can 428

benefit EL systems. However, models like DE or 429

CA only implicitly learn type coherence with pre- 430

trained contextualized representations. Moreover, 431

types for new entities in KB can be incomplete. 432

We propose a novel model architecture, typing- 433

enhanced dual encoders (TyDE), using Wikidata 434

type system as an auxiliary supervision task to im- 435

prove the dual encoder model. On top of mention 436

and entity encodings output by ϕ and ψ, we add 437

classification layers for coarse and fine typing. On 438

each side, we use a softmax classifier for coarse 439

types and binary classifiers for each of the 10K 440

fine types. We train the TyDE model with positives 441

only, using type classification losses in addition to 442

the batch softmax loss, illustrated in Figure 3. The 443

supervision approach does not rely on types as en- 444

coder input, thus less prune to KB incompleteness 445

and does not require types for inference. 446

During inference, we use the similarity score as 447

defined in DE, P (e|m)sim(m, e), and combine it 448

with coarse and fine typing scores. Coarse typing 449

score Sc and fine typing score Sf are defined as: 450

sc(m, e) = σc(m)Tρc(e),

sf (m, e) = σf (m)Tρf (e)
(3) 451

where σc, ρc, σf and ρf are single linear dense 452
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Metric Value

Tsai and Roth (2016) R@1 85.1
Sil et al. (2018) R@1 85.9

Upadhyay et al. (2018) R@1 86.0
Zhou et al. (2019) R@1 85.9

De Cao et al. (2021b) R@1 88.4

DE R@1 75.2
TyDE R@1 76.2

CA R@1 81.7
CA-tuned R@1 88.1

AT-base R@1 73.1
AT-base R@10 89.1
AT-base R@100 89.4
AT-ext R@1 75.3
AT-ext R@10 91.1
AT-ext R@100 91.5

Table 3: Recall evaluations on the TAC-KBP2015 Chi-
nese EL task. Our monolingual CA-tuned model is on a
par with the multi-lingual SOTA. We also report recall
with our base and extended alias tables.

layers, projecting ϕ and ψ outputs to corresponding453

type dimensions. σc and ρc project to 5 coarse454

types, and σf and ρf project to 10,000 fine types.455

We experiment TyDE for scoring with different456

settings: (1) similarity only, i.e. P (e|m)sim(m, e),457

so typing information is only used implicitly via458

co-training; (2) multiply similarity with coarse,459

fine, or both typing scores. Note that the com-460

bination requires trivial additional computation461

for scoring. We experiment different typing462

score combinations in Table 4, evaluated on TAC-463

KBP2015. Combining only fine typing score,464

i.e. P (e|m)sim(m, e)sf (m, e), performs better465

among different settings.466

All encoders in DE, TyDE and CA are initial-467

ized from the public Chinese BERT-base check-468

point. Details on model implementation and hyper-469

parameters are in Appendix B.470

5 Experiments471

5.1 Evaluation on TAC-KBP2015472

To compare our models with prior work, we bench-473

mark on the established TAC-KBP2015 Chinese474

EL task 5. Note that TAC-KBP2015 was originally475

5TAC-KBP2015 data is available at https:
//catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2019T02 and
its license is at https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
data-management/using/licensing

Strategy R@1

DE 75.2
TyDE (sim only) 75.9
TyDE (sim+coarse) 74.9
TyDE (sim+fine) 76.2
TyDE (sim+coarse+fine) 75.1

Table 4: Evaluations of TyDE inference strategy on
TAC-KBP2015. We compare multiplying similarity
with coarse, fine or both typing scores.

designed for cross-lingual EL, but still suitable 476

as a monolingual benchmark. Following De Cao 477

et al. (2021b), we only evaluate in-KB links and 478

do not consider NIL entities. We use full Chinese 479

Wikipedia (Eknown and Enew) as our target KB 6. 480

The evaluation metric is Recall@K, where R@1 is 481

equivalent to accuracy (Botha et al., 2020). 482

To be comparable with prior work, we use the 483

published alias table from De Cao et al. (2021b) 484

and the TAC-KBP2015 train set to extend AT-base, 485

denoted as AT-ext. Models are trained with Eknown 486

examples only, as described in Section 3.2, where 487

only AT-base was used for generating negatives. 488

We further fine-tune CA on TAC-KBP2015’s train- 489

ing set for 1 epoch, using AT-ext to generate nega- 490

tives. The finetuned model is denoted as CA-tuned. 491

We evaluate DE, TyDE and CA models, based 492

on AT-ext’s top-10 candidates. Table 3 shows eval- 493

uation results. Despite using a monolingual EL ap- 494

proach, our best model is on a par with the state-of- 495

the-art model using multilingual data for training. 496

In particular, CA-tuned outperforms all previous 497

models with an XEL setting (Sil et al., 2018; Upad- 498

hyay et al., 2018). An error analysis for CA-tuned 499

on TAC-KBP2015 is in Appendix F. 500

5.2 Evaluation on Hansel 501

We evaluate our models on Hansel-FS and Hansel- 502

ZS, setting up a baseline for future work. When 503

evaluating against Hansel, we do not use dataset- 504

specific tuning. We use AT-base as the alias table 505

and evaluate DE and CA based on AT-base’s top-10 506

candidates. Evaluation results of different systems 507

on Hansel are shown in Table 5. 508

Comparison with mGENRE. To compare with 509

prior work, we evaluate the state-of-the-art model 510

mGENRE (with implementation details in Ap- 511

6We use a Freebase API to resolve predictions to a Free-
base MID, to be consistent with the dataset. When our system
cannot resolve the link, it counts as a prediction error.
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In-KB With-NIL

AT TyDE CA GEN. +margin +cand +both AT CA+TyDE

Metric R@1 R@10 R@100 R@1 R@1 R@1 R@1 R@1 R@1 R@1 R@1

Hansel-FS 0.0 61.1 63.0 11.7 46.2 36.6 35.2 35.2 35.6 0.0 44.1
Hansel-ZS 70.6 78.5 78.8 71.6 76.6 67.9* 66.8* 68.4* 68.4* 63.0 70.7

Table 5: Evaluation of our baselines and mGENRE models (denoted as GEN.) on the Hansel dataset. Both datasets are
challenging for the state-of-the-art MEL model, while our CA model generalizes better to few-shot and zero-shot settings.
mGENRE numbers on Hansel-ZS*: does not follow zero-shot training constraints, but still lower than CA results.

pendix H). Table 5 shows the results. According to512

our experiment, the base version of mGENRE out-513

performs ones with candidates and marginalization.514

This may be due to the low recall of AT on the FS515

slice, while the base model can recover some AT516

misses. Our CA model outperforms mGENRE by517

a large margin (+9.6) on this dataset.518

We also evaluate mGENRE on the zero-shot519

slice. Note that mGENRE was trained on a Wiki-520

data dump that overlaps withEnew, partially violat-521

ing the zero-shot constraint, but the best variant still522

under-performs CA (-8.7). The ZS slice appears523

easier than FS, as all examples in FS are unsolv-524

able by AT@1 but there is no such constraint in our525

zero-shot data collection process. Particularly, the526

adversarial mentions in ZS can link to head entities.527

In short, our CA model is currently the best-528

performing for both zero-shot (76.6%) and few-529

shot (46.2%) slices, outperforming mGENRE by a530

large margin on both scenarios. This suggests that531

CA is less prone to popularity bias and generalizes532

better to tail and emerging entities. Large room of533

improvement remains on both datasets.534

Error analysis. We perform an analysis on CA535

errors on Hansel-FS. 75% errors do not have the536

mention-entity pair as a top-10 alias table entry,537

suggesting major headroom of overcoming the re-538

striction of alias tables. Among a sample of 40539

other errors, for 30% cases CA predicts a general540

entity where the ground truth (GT) is a more spe-541

cific instance. 28% errors are confusion with loca-542

tions. 15% are confusion with temporal attributes.543

10% are where CA predicts an irrelevant specific544

entity where GT is more general. Detailed error545

examples for each bucket is given in Appendix G.546

NIL typing. We also set a baseline for entity547

linking with NIL classification for Hansel. In this548

baseline, we use CA model to rank AT-base’s top-549

10 candidates and use TyDE model’s coarse classi-550

fication head to compute NIL type. A NIL output551

is predicted if there is no candidate with output552

probability above a threshold of 0.1. We classify 553

CA’s NIL output with TyDE coarse typing result, 554

and report the results in Table 5 as the baseline. 555

6 Conclusion 556

To address the popularity and language bias with 557

Entity Linking datasets, we present a new bench- 558

mark consisting of two parts: the few-shot (FS) 559

slice where the correct entities are not the most pop- 560

ular, and the zero-shot (ZS) slice where the entities 561

are not observed in training. We name our dataset 562

Hansel as both slices are in simplified Chinese (zh- 563

hans), and make eval sets as well as the processed 564

training set publicly available. Along with the 565

dataset, we propose a method to collect human- 566

calibrated few-shot and zero-shot EL datasets. 567

To compare with prior work, we build base- 568

line models including a dual-encoder (DE) model, 569

a novel typing-enhanced dual-encoder model 570

(TyDE), and a cross-attention scoring model (CA). 571

All models are supervised by hyperlinks in Chinese 572

Wikipedia, and we make sure that new entities in 573

the zero-shot slice are not visible during training. 574

On the TAC-KBP2015 Chinese EL task, our 575

CA model (tuned on task-specific training set) gets 576

R@1 of 88.1%, outperforming previous works with 577

Cross-Lingual EL settings, achieving competitive 578

results with mGENRE, the state-of-the-art Multi- 579

lingual EL (MEL) model. Our CA model is the 580

best-performing monolingual model on the estab- 581

lished benchmark. Our TyDE model improves over 582

a standard DE with minimal added complexity. 583

On Hansel, mGENRE only achieves a R@1 of 584

36.6% on the FS slice, much lower than its per- 585

formance on TAC-KBP2015, suggesting difficulty 586

of our dataset. Our CA model has so far the best 587

R@1 of 46.2% on Hansel-FS, and R@1 of 76.6% 588

on Hansel-ZS, outperforming mGENRE on both 589

slices by a large margin. Future work on Chinese 590

or multilingual EL may use our benchmark to test 591

generalization over tail and emerging entities. 592
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7 Limitations593

There are a few limitations of our work worth not-594

ing. First, though the data collection method is595

applicable to any language, this time we release a596

Chinese-only dataset to fill the vacancy in this lan-597

guage, and leave other non-English zero-shot and598

few-shot EL datasets for future work. To construct599

such datasets for a new language, we discuss the600

necessary steps in Section 3.6 using our proposed601

dataset collection method.602

Second, the proposed model that works best on603

Hansel requires cross-encoding mention context604

and entity description, which is computationally605

expensive as every retrieved mention-entity pair606

goes through inference. Our experiments show607

that dual-encoder based approach under-perform608

on Hansel, so it remains a challenge to perform well609

on our dataset with more efficient implementations.610

Potential Risks. This work aims at alleviating611

the English bias for EL rooted from underexposure612

for non-English languages in EL datasets (Botha613

et al., 2020), particularly for zero-shot and few-614

shot settings. A potential risk that remains is under-615

exposure of other (non-English and non-Chinese)616

languages for this problem, which we leave for617

future work. Nevertheless, the dataset collection618

methodology proposed in our work makes a step to-619

wards creating multilingual zero-shot and few-shot620

datasets for EL.621
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A Few-Shot Slice Collection Details826

We detail the process using the alias table AT-base827

to generate a diverse known slice.828

Corpora. The FS slice is constructed from829

three corpora: LCSTS (Hu et al., 2015) covers830

Weibo microblogging short text. The dataset is831

available at http://icrc.hitsz.edu.cn/832

Article/show/139.html, under CC BY-NC833

license. We sample examples from PART-I of LC-834

STS. SohuNews and TenSiteNews cover long news835

articles, from Sohu website and other news sites in836

Chinese respectively (Wang et al., 2008). They837

are available at http://www.sogou.com/838

labs/resource/list_news.php, namely839

SogouCA and SogouCS datasets. License for840

the dataset is at http://www.sogou.com/841

labs/resource/license_en.php.842

Alias matching. We apply the alias table to843

perform exact matching on each unlabeled corpus.844

During alias matching, we favor long mentions845

over short ones if multiple mentions overlap. We846

apply a few Chinese-specific design decisions: (1)847

heuristically filter out single-character mentions to848

reduce noise; (2) do not use any tokenization mech-849

anism, since space-tokenization is not available in850

Chinese, and any tokenizer may introduce system851

bias. (3) also compute P (unlinked|m), i.e. the852

prior of a given phrase that do not have a hyperlink853

in Wikipedia. We removed the mentions that are854

over-commonly missing hyperlinks in Wikipedia,855

defined byP (unlinked|m) > 0.98. We found that856

this empirically gives a much cleaner candidate set857

thus saving annotation efforts.858

Mention sampling. The alias matching pro-859

duces a large candidate set over each corpus, which860

is unfeasible to label thoroughly. To sample a di-861

verse and representative subset, we take diverse862

mentions and documents into the sample. We sam-863

ple each corpus by two equal criteria to get sets of864

mention phrases, then randomly select one example865

per phrase. The criteria are namely (1) uniformly866

sample, and (2) sample only ambiguous mentions867

with at least two candidates in the alias table.868

Handling offensive or sensitive data. During869

annotations both for FS and ZS slices, we asked870

annotators to remove an example if it contains of-871

fensive information or sensitive data that might872

uniquely identify individual people.873

As shown in Table 1, Hansel-FS features a di-874

verse set of 2.7K entities from 5.2K different docu-875

ments.876

B Experiment Details 877

We implement DE, TyDE and CA models using 878

Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016). The DE, TyDE 879

and CA encoders all use 12 transformer encoder 880

layers, initialized with BERT-base parameters. The 881

number of parameters for DE, TyDE and CA are 882

roughly 204M, 210M, 102M. We use Adam opti- 883

mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with linear weight 884

decay and use 10% steps for a linear warmup sched- 885

ule, following Botha et al. (2020). 886

The models are trained on a single NVIDIA 887

V100 GPU. All general models are trained for 888

100K steps. Training of DE and TyDE model 889

takes approximately 30 hours. Training CA on 890

Wikipedia takes 16 hours, and finetuning CA on 891

TAC-KBP2015 takes 4 hours. Every reported result 892

is from a single run. 893

We fix sequence length to be 128 tokens for both 894

mention and entity encoder for DE and TyDE, and 895

256 tokens for CA. We select the approximate max- 896

imum batch size that fits into the GPU memory, 897

resulting in a batch size of 64 for DE and TyDE, 898

and 32 for CA. We search learning rate among [1e- 899

5, 2e-5, 1e-4] for DE and TyDE. Following Botha 900

et al. (2020), we fix 1e-5 as the learning rate for 901

CA. We search learning rate among [1e-6, 5e-6] 902

for CA-tuned. We search mention and entity em- 903

bedding dimension d within [128, 256] for DE and 904

TyDE. We perform one hyper-parameter search, 905

using batch accuracy in validation set for DE and 906

TyDE and classification accuracy for CA to make 907

hyper-parameter choices. Best-performing hyper- 908

parameters are: learning rate is 2e-5 for DE and 909

TyDE, and 5e-6 for CA-tuned. Embedding dimen- 910

sion d is 256. We choose 0.1 as the NIL threshold 911

probability for CA+TyDE model, for With-NIL 912

evaluations. 913

C TopSnaks Examples 914

Table 6 shows 40 examples of Wikidata TopSnaks 915

from the 2018 dump. From the table we see that 916

TopSnaks include diverse entity attributes such as 917

types, gender, occupation, country and sport. In- 918

tuitively, our TyDE models encourage the learned 919

mention and entity embeddings to capture rich in- 920

formation supervised by these TopSnaks. 921

D Wikidata Filtering 922

Following a similar constraint with Botha et al. 923

(2020), when processing Wikidata dumps, we fil- 924
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TopSnak Snak name

P31-Q13442814 instance of: scholarly article
P31-Q5 instance of: human
P21-Q6581097 sex or gender: male
P31-Q16521 instance of: taxon
P105-Q7432 taxon rank: species
P17-Q148 country: People’s Republic of China
P421-Q6985 located in time zone: UTC+08:00
P17-Q30 country: United States of America
P31-Q7187 instance of: gene
P21-Q6581072 sex or gender: female
P17-Q145 country: United Kingdom
P407-Q1860 language of work or name: English
P31-Q13100073 instance of: village-level division

in China
P279-Q20747295 subclass of: protein: coding gene
P31-Q8054 instance of: protein
P17-Q183 country: Germany
P31-Q8502 instance of: mountain
P279-Q8054 subclass of: protein
P31-Q486972 instance of: human settlement
P106-Q82955 occupation: politician
P279-Q7187 subclass of: gene
P17-Q142 country: France
P31-Q4022 instance of: river
P641-Q2736 sport: association football
P17-Q159 country: Russia
P27-Q30 country or citizenship: USA
P1435-Q15700834 heritage designation: Grade II listed

building
P17-Q55 country: Netherlands
P31-Q79007 instance of: street
P17-Q20 country: Norway
P31-Q3305213 instance of: painting
P31-Q54050 instance of: hill
P17-Q16 country: Canada
P421-Q6723 located in time zone: UTC+02:00
P31-Q532 instance of: village
P17-Q34 country: Sweden
P31-Q17329259 instance of: encyclopedic article
P407-Q7737 language of work or name: Russian
P17-Q96 country: Mexico
P421-Q6655 located in time zone: UTC+01:00

Table 6: Example TopSnaks.

Types QIDs

Disambiguation page Q4167410

Templates Q11266439
Q105528595
Q11753321
Q15671253
Q19887878
Q20769160
Q24731821
Q26142649
Q26267864
Q36330215
Q4657797
Q48552277
Q56876519
Q74980542
Q95691391
Q97303168

Categories Q4167836
Q105653689
Q13406463
Q1474116
Q15407973
Q15647814
Q20769287
Q24574745
Q30432511
Q54662266
Q59542487
Q56428020

Modules Q15184295
Q15145755
Q18711811
Q59259626

Wikimedia project page Q14204246

Subclasses of above Q97011660

Q11266439
Q25051296
Q21528878
Q4663903
Q13406463
Q22247630
Q30415057
Q60715851
Q15184295

Table 7: WikiData identifiers used for filtering out
Wikimedia-internal entities.
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tered out entities that are a subclass (P279) or in-925

stance of (P31) Wikimedia-internal administrative926

entities. We extended the list of such entities by927

Botha et al. (2020), detailed in Table 7.928

E More Examples of Hansel929

In Table 8, we provide examples of Hansel-FS Slice930

along with CA model predictions, to demonstrate931

properties of the dataset and model. From the anal-932

ysis, we see that the CA model can capture infor-933

mation in types and relations (e.g. “Line 13” and934

“Qu Bo” examples), while also making some mis-935

takes with entities with similar types or meaning936

(see the tennis example). It also demonstrates that937

Hansel-FS is a challenging benchmark.938

In Table 9, we provide examples of Hansel-ZS939

to demonstrate its properties. As shown in the940

examples, our annotation process cultivated some941

genuinely hard and ambiguous zero-shot examples.942

F Error Analysis for CA-tuned on943

KBP-2015944

We do a brief error analysis on CA-tuned results945

on TAC-KBP2015. Among all R@1 errors, 212946

(19%) do not have a Chinese Wikipedia page. Note947

that we constrain our model to a monolingual set-948

ting thus missing these examples, whereas Cross-949

Lingual and Multilingual models (Upadhyay et al.,950

2018; De Cao et al., 2021b) are inherently better951

at such examples. 544 (48%) errors do not have952

the mention-entity pair in top-10 alias table entries,953

indicating headroom of retrieval or generation mod-954

els without reliance on alias tables. 344 (30%)955

cases are where the model did not choose the cor-956

rect candidate. In 39 (3.4%) cases the freebase957

MIDs are not resolved to Wikidata.958

G Error Analysis of CA on Hansel-FS959

We provide detailed examples in Table 10 and Ta-960

ble 11 for CA model’s common prediction errors on961

the challenging Hansel-FS dataset. Specifically, we962

did not include alias table misses, and for the rest of963

the errors, we categorize 40 examples into buckets964

and visualize the top-4 major buckets. Overall, pre-965

dicting a common entity while a specific one exists,966

or predicting a specific entity while a common one967

is more suitable, are two common error categories.968

This suggests that a better context comprehension969

for entities’ granularity may be needed. There are970

also common errors confusing entities with differ-971

ent geographical and temporal attributes, indicating972

that a better utilization of entity attributes and fine- 973

grained types may be required, in order to improve 974

results on the dataset. 975

H mGENRE Implementation Details 976

We use the code in the publicly available GENRE 977

repository7. We use the provided mGENRE model 978

and do not perform any fine-tuning to its parame- 979

ters. Since mGENRE uses both Wikipedia and 980

Wikidata dumps from 2019-10-01, and our ZS 981

slice include entities from Wikidata 2021-03-15, 982

for Hansel-ZS evaluations, we extend the catalog 983

of entity names by considering all languages for 984

each entity from Enew, obtained from the Wikidata 985

dump. 986

I Comparision of Existing Chinese EL 987

Datasets and Hansel 988

The only 2 series of Chinese EL datasets that link to 989

Wikidata are TAC-KBP series (Ji et al., 2015, 2016, 990

2017) and CLEEK (Zeng et al., 2020). Table 12 991

summarizes the datasets’ statistics and domains. 992

Our dataset sets itself apart by filling the vacancy 993

of non-English few-shot and zero-shot challenges. 994

To obtain a few-shot slice, it is intuitive to sub- 995

sample TAC-KBP or CLEEK, i.e. removing cor- 996

rect AT@1 as we do in the human annotation stage. 997

Although sub-sampling is feasible, its major disad- 998

vantage is the lack of mention and entity diversity. 999

As Table 12 shows, the subsets of TAC-KBP and 1000

CLEEK, after removing correct AT@1 examples, 1001

lack diversity due to their intrinsic features. Take 1002

TAC-KBP2017 for example, its few-shot subset has 1003

3,883 mentions, covering only 877 different surface 1004

forms, 167 documents and 350 entities, suggesting 1005

lots of lexical repetitions across examples. On the 1006

other hand, Hansel-FS has 5,260 (1.4x) mentions, 1007

covering 4,097 (5x) different surface forms, 5,234 1008

(30x) documents and 2,720 (8x) entities. The di- 1009

versity of Hansel-FS is rooted from our collection 1010

method, as we sample mentions from a large set 1011

of documents, avoiding repetitive mentions and en- 1012

tities that commonly appear in a same document, 1013

making the dataset challenging and syntactically 1014

diverse. 1015

In the zero-shot slice, we use the emerging en- 1016

tities in temporally evolving Wikidata to collect 1017

Hansel-ZS. We apply this zero-shot setting due to 1018

7https://github.com/facebookresearch/
GENRE
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Context . . . 2013赛季意大利BNL国际赛继续进行，3号种子阿扎伦卡在6-1/2-0领先时收到了森田步美的退赛
大礼，顺利晋级八强的白俄罗斯人将在 [E1] 1/4决赛 [/E1]迎战9号种子斯托瑟，后者在另一场比赛
中以7-5/2-6/6-1首次击败科维托娃，结束了对捷克人的四连败 . . .

Translation The 2013 Italian Open continued. No. 3 seed Azarenka received the message of Ayumi Morita’s withdrawal
when taking a 6-1/2-0 lead. The Belarusian athlete successfully advanced to the [E1] quarter finals [/E1] . . .

Prediction 2010年澳洲网球公开赛男子单打比赛Q782589: 拉斐尔·纳达尔是上届冠军，但在半决赛败给当届亚军
安迪·穆雷。最终冠军为罗杰·费德勒，决赛以6-4、6-3、7-6直落三盘击败安迪·穆雷 . . .

Translation 2010 Australian Open - Men’s SinglesQ782589: Rafael Nadal was the last champion, but lost
to current runner-up Andy Murray in the semifinals. The final champion was Roger Federer. In the final . . .

Annotation NIL_EVENT

Outcome Wrong: “Quarter-finals” is a rare alias of predicted entity “2010 Australian Open–Men’s Singles” (a tennis
tournament). Although the context is relevant to tennis, it should refer to a different tournament in 2013 not
in the KB. The model sniffs for an irrelevant entity with a similar type.

Context 据北京地铁官方微博5日早晨7时55分发布消息称，目前， [E1]地铁13号线 [/E1]因设备故障，影响
部分列车晚点，运行间隔较大，建议有急事的乘客请选择其他交通工具 . . .

Translation According to the Beijing Metro official Weibo at 7:55 on the 5th, at present, [E1] Metro Line 13 [/E1] has
some equipment failures, and some trains are delayed and the operation interval is relatively long. Passengers
in urgent matters are advised to please Choose other transportation . . .

Prediction 北京地铁13号线Q847744: 北京地铁13号线，又称北京城市铁路，简称“城铁”，旧称北京轻轨铁路，
又常被误称为“轻轨”，是一条连接中国北京市西城区西直门站至东城区东直门站，属于北京地铁的
地铁线路. . .

Translation Beijing Metro Line 13Q847744: Beijing Metro Line 13, also known as Beijing Urban Railway, or
“Urban Rail” for short. It was formerly known as Beijing Light Rail Railway and often mistakenly called
“Light Rail”. It is a line connecting Xizhimen Station in Xicheng District, Beijing, China to Dongzhimen . . .

Outcome Correct: Although the mention “line 13” is ambiguous, the model correctly resolves the mention to that in
Beijing (not the top candidate in the alias table), as is sniffs ‘Xizhimen Station” in the context, a station on
the Beijing subway line 13.

Context 7月1日晚7点半，中超联赛第15轮贵州茅台队VS大连实德队的比赛在贵阳奥体中心点燃战火。凭借
[E1]曲波 [/E1]第5分钟和穆斯利第76分钟的进球，贵州茅台队最终2：0击败大连实德，本赛季首
获3连胜 . . .

Translation At 7:30 pm on July 1, the 15th round of the Chinese Super League match between Kweichow Moutai vs.
Dalian Shide ignited at the Guiyang Olympic Sports Center. With [E1] Qu Bo [/E1] scored in the 5th minute
and Mooseley scored in the 76th minute, Kweichow Moutai defeated Dalian Shide 2-0 and won the first three
consecutive victories this season. . . .

Prediction 曲波Q483636: 曲波，出生于天津，已退役的中国足球运动员，曾是中国国家足球队成员 . . .

Translation Qu BoQ483636: Qu Bo, born in Tianjin, a retired Chinese football player who was a member of the Chinese
national football team . . .

Outcome Correct: The context is about soccer, and the model correctly links the name “Qu Bo” to the soccer player
even though it is not the most popular candidate in the alias table.

Table 8: Examples in Hansel-FS slice with CA model predictions.

its practical use. Since EL is often used in knowl-1019

edge base construction and population (Shen et al.,1020

2014; Hoffart et al., 2014), this setting simulates1021

how to link mentions to emerging entities with1022

2018’s training data.1023

The TAC-KBP datasets are available for a price.1024

For the convenience of future research, Hansel is1025

open-source, including the processed Wikipedia1026

dump as training data, to better facilitate the devel-1027

opment of new Chinese EL systems.1028

In conclusion, Hansel-FS and Hansel-ZS provide1029

a robust and comprehensive benchmark on Chinese1030

EL systems and cannot be substituted by simply 1031

subsampling existing datasets. 1032

J Ethical Considerations 1033

In this section, we discuss the main ethical consid- 1034

erations of Hansel: 1035

Intellectual property protection. Hansel’s 1036

training data is processed from Wikipedia and most 1037

of Wikipedia’ text is licensed under CC BY-SA. 1038

The original text of Hansel-FS is from LCSTS (Hu 1039

et al., 2015), SohuNews and TenSiteNews (Wang 1040

et al., 2008). LCSTS grants the permission to copy, 1041
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Mention 1 来源：新闻晨报 记者：王嫣 今天上午，2019年 [E1] 上海大师赛 [/E1] 举行了男单正赛的抽签仪
式。两届大满贯冠军、今年进入网球名人堂的李娜与获得男单正赛外卡的张之臻 . . .

Translation Source: Morning Post. Reporter: Yan Wang. This morning, the draw ceremony of the men’s singles
competition was held in the 2019 [E1] Shanghai Masters [/E1]. Na Li, who won the Grand Slam champion
twice and entered the Tennis Hall of Fame this year, together with Zhizhen Zhang, who won . . .

Entity 1 2019年上海大师赛Q69355546: 2019年上海大师赛为第12届上海大师赛，又名2019年上海劳力士大师
赛，是ATP世界巡回赛1000大师赛事的其中一站 . . .

Translation 2019 Shanghai MastersQ69355546: The 2019 Shanghai Masters, also known as the 2019 Shanghai
Rolex Masters, was the 12th Edition of the Shanghai Masters, classified as an ATP Tour Masters . . .

Mention 2 #2020斯诺克世锦赛#交手记录 . . . 2017年英格兰公开赛决赛：奥沙利文9-2威尔逊 2018年 [E1]上海
大师赛 [/E1]半决赛：奥沙利文10-6威尔逊 2018年“冠中冠”邀请赛决赛：奥沙利文10-9威尔逊 . . .

Translation #2020 World Snooker Championship# Match Record . . . 2017 English Open Final: O’Sullivan 9-2 Wilson
2018 [E1] Shanghai Masters [/E1] Semi-final: O’Sullivan 10-6 Wilson 2018 Champion of Champions . . .

Entity 2 2019年斯诺克上海大师赛Q66436641: 2019年世界斯诺克·上海大师赛属职业斯诺克非排名赛，
于2019年9月9日－15日在上海富豪环球东亚酒店举行。 . . .

Translation 2019 Shanghai Snooker MastersQ66436641: The 2019 World Snooker Shanghai Masters was a pro-
fessional non-ranking snooker tournament that took place at the Regal International East Asia Hotel . . .

Mention 3 这是2019年11月30日 [E1] 上海大师赛 [/E1] “传奇赛”对决的决赛，中国的传奇队是来自退役选
手Gogoing、Melon、小伞、U和诺夏组成OMG的班底，而他们的对手则是韩国的退役选手。 . . .

Translation This is the final of "Legend Tournament" on [E1] Shanghai Masters [/E1] on November 30, 2019. The
legendary team of China is a team of retired players, consisting of Gogoing, Melon, Xiaosan, U and Nuoxia
from OMG Organization. Their opponents are retired players from South Korea . . .

Entity 3 NIL_EVENT

Analysis During data collection, Entity 1 (entity in Enew) was provided. The annotator found Mention 1 via Web
search, as well as two adversarial mentions with the same phrase ("Shanghai Masters"), referring to a tennis
tournament, a snooker tournament, and an online gaming tournament respectively.

Mention 1 1905电影网讯已经筹备了十余年的吉尔莫·德尔·托罗的《 [E1]匹诺曹 [/E1]》，在上个月顺利被网
飞公司买下，成为了流媒体巨头旗下的新片。 . . .

Translation (1905 Film Network News) Having prepared for more than 10 years, Guillermo del Toro’s [E1] Pinocchio
[/E1] was successfully acquired by Netflix, becoming a new film of the streaming media giant . . .

Entity 1 木偶奇遇记_(2021年电影)Q73895818: 《木偶奇遇记》（暂名，）是一部预定于2021年上映的美
国3D定格动画黑暗奇幻歌舞片，由吉勒摩·戴托罗执导。 . . .

Translation The Adventures of Pinocchio_(2021 film)Q73895818: The Adventures of Pinocchio (tentative
name) is an upcoming American stop-motion animated dark fantasy musical film directed by Guillermo del
Toro and is planned for a 2021 release . . .

Mention 2 [E1]匹诺曹 [/E1]的金币还是被狐狸和猫骗走了。他去报官，发现猴子法官说话颠三倒四，喜欢抓
无辜的人。无奈之下，匹诺曹只好编造谎言，说自己偷了很多东西了，最终才得以逃离。 . . .

Translation The fox and the cat swindled [E1] Pinocchio [/E1] out of his coins. Pinocchio went to report to the officials
and found that the Monkey Judge talked incoherently and liked to catch innocent people. In desperation,
Pinocchio had no choice but to fabricate a lie, claiming that he had stolen tons of things, and finally escaped.

Entity 2 匹诺曹Q6502703: 匹诺曹，名字来自意大利语“”（“松果”），是一个虚构人物，意大利作家卡洛·科洛
迪所着儿童文学作品《木偶奇遇记》（1883年）的主角，在原版同时也是反派角色之一 . . .

Translation PinocchioQ6502703: Pinocchio, whose name comes from the Italian words pino (pine), is a fictional character
and the protagonist of the children’s novel The Adventures of Pinocchio (1883) by Italian writer Carlo . . .

Mention 3 #匹诺曹定档#改编自经典童话《木偶奇遇记》的奇幻电影《 [E1]匹诺曹 [/E1]》发布定档预告，定
档6月1日儿童节。影片由马提欧·加洛尼（《犬舍惊魂》）执导，罗伯托·贝尼尼（《美丽人生》 . . .

Translation #PinocchioReleaseDate# The fantasy film “[E1] Pinocchio [/E1]”, adapted from the classic fairy tale, will be
released on June 1st for Children’s Day. The film is directed by Matteo Galloni (“The Kennel”) . . .

Entity 3 NIL_OTHER

Analysis All with the same mention text, Mention 1 refers an entity in Enew which is a 2021 film directed by G. del
Toro, with a different canonical name than the mention. Mention 3 refers to another film Pinocchio in 2019
by M. Garrone, which is not in zh-wiki thus deserves a NIL label. Mention 2 refers to the fictional character.

Table 9: Examples in Hansel-ZS slice, illustrating challenging zero-shot and adversarial examples collected by
annotators.
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Bucket 1 Predicted general entity while specific one exists (30%)

Context . . . 英国威廉王子办公室宣布，威廉王子的妻子凯特王妃已怀有身孕。办公室在声明中称：“[E1]剑
桥公爵 [/E1]及公爵夫人非常高兴地宣布，公爵夫人已有喜。”网友们也不甘寂寞，合成了未来宝宝
的样子，宝宝相貌神似父母，趣味十足。 . . .

Translation . . . The office of Prince William of England announced that Prince William’s wife, Princess Kate, is pregnant.
The office said in a statement: “[E1] The Duke of Cambridge [/E1] and the Duchess are very happy to
announce that the Duchess has been happy.” Netizens were unwilling to be lonely, and synthesized the
appearance of the future baby. The baby looks like his parents and is full of fun. . . .

Prediction 剑桥公爵Q836810: 剑桥公爵（又译坎布里奇公爵）为其中一种，也是英国王室的一种特别等级。此
头衔（以英格兰剑桥为名）可经由长子继承制，由男性后裔继承，并已授予多位英国王室成员。
剑桥公爵的配偶则称作剑桥公爵夫人。 . . .

Translation The Duke of CambridgeQ836810: The Duke of Cambridge (also translated as the Duke of Cambridge) is
one of them, and it is also a special rank of the British royal family. This title (under the name of Cambridge,
England) can be inherited by male descendants through the eldest son inheritance system . . .

Annotation 剑桥公爵威廉王子Q36812: 剑桥公爵威廉王子殿下，全名为威廉·亚瑟·菲利普·路易，是王储威尔斯亲
王查尔斯与威尔斯王妃戴安娜的长子，英国女王伊丽莎白二世与菲利普亲王的长孙。 . . .

Translation Prince William, Duke of CambridgeQ36812: His Royal Highness Prince William, Duke of Cam-
bridge, whose full name is William Arthur Philip Louis, is the eldest son of Prince Charles of Wales and
Diana, Princess of Wales, and the eldest grandson of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip of England. . . .

Bucket 2 Predicted similar entity with wrong location (28%)

Context . . . “当时我站在大盆旁边，等着衣服被甩干，没想到衣服刚刚放进没有一分钟，洗衣机爆炸了。碎
片一院子飞的都是，连厨房里也蹦进了不少碎片，还好儿子没事，不过现在想想还是后怕。”家住
[E1]市中区 [/E1]西王庄乡民主村的村民邵艳伟说。 . . .

Translation . . . “I was standing next to the big basin, waiting for the clothes to be dried. I didn’t expect that the washing
machine exploded within a minute after the clothes were put in. The debris was flying all over the yard, and
even a lot of debris jumped into the kitchen. My good son is okay, but I’m still scared when I think about
it now.” said Shao Yanwei, a villager who lives in [E1] Shizhong District [/E1] Xiwangzhuang Township
Democracy Village. . . .

Prediction 市中区Q598098: 市中区是中国山东省济南市所辖的市辖区，这个区面积为280平方公里，人口总数
为57万人（2004年）。 . . .

Translation Shizhong DistrictQ598098: Shizhong District is a municipal district under the jurisdiction of Jinan City,
Shandong Province, China. This district covers an area of 280 square kilometers and has a total population of
570,000 (2004). . . .

Annotation 市中区Q1198415: 市中区是中国山东省枣庄市所辖的一个市辖区。总面积为375平方千米，2001年人
口为48万。 . . .

Translation Shizhong DistrictQ1198415: Shizhong District is a municipal district under the jurisdiction of Zaozhuang
City, Shandong Province, China. The total area is 375 square kilometers, and the population in 2001 was
480,000. . . .

Table 10: Error analysis of CA model on Hansel-FS slice. (Bucket 1 and 2)

distribute and modify under the terms of CC BY-1042

NC License. The SohuNews and TenSiteNews’s1043

license grants the permission to carry out research1044

or study to form achievement with its own intellec-1045

tual property rights. Hansel-ZS is collected with1046

searching-based annotation. Hence all data in this1047

slice is in public domain.1048

Annotation participants and payments. Partic-1049

ipants are 15 undergraduate students with Chinese1050

as their native language, who major in computer1051

science and have basic understanding of entity link-1052

ing. They are all well aware of how the collected1053

data will be used. The salary for annotating each1054

entry is determined by the average time of annota- 1055

tion and local labor compensation standard. 1056

Annotation Instructions. The instructions are 1057

explicitly given in the annotation interface. Fig- 1058

ure 4 is a screenshot of Hansel-FS annotation. Fig- 1059

ure 5 and Figure 6 are screenshots of Hansel-ZS 1060

annotation. 1061
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Bucket 3 Similar entity with wrong date (15%)

Context . . . ４月２９日，王一梅右脚脚踝韧带撕裂，并经历了手术治疗；７月１日，伤愈归队；７月２０
日，主帅俞觉敏曾向记者介绍，大梅已恢复了五成功力. . . . . .现在，王一梅已经随中国女排来到伦
敦奥运会赛场。 . . . “不过，毕竟手术到现在只有３个月，特别是王一梅归队之后与队伍的整体磨合
只有１０天，时间非常紧，到了 [E1]奥运会 [/E1]赛场上，她到底能发挥出怎样的状态，现在大家
都没底. . . . . . ”至于昨天同英国女排的热身赛，俞觉敏直言，这同奥运会的正式比赛有着明显的不同
. . .

Translation . . . On April 29, Wang Yimei suffered a torn ligament in her right ankle and underwent surgical treatment; on
July 1, he returned to the team from injury; on July 20, coach Yu Juemin introduced to reporters that Damei
had recovered his five strengths... Now, Wang Yimei has accompanied the Chinese women’s volleyball team
to the London Olympics. . . . The time is very tight. In the [E1] Olympic Games [/E1], how can she perform?
Nobody has any idea.” As for the warm-up match with the British women’s volleyball team yesterday, Yu
Juemin bluntly said that this is obviously different from the official Olympic game. . . .

Prediction 第二十九届现代夏季奥林匹克运动会Q8567: 第二十九届现代夏季奥林匹克运动会，又称2008年夏季
奥运会或北京奥运会，于2008年8月8日至24日在中华人民共和国首都北京举行。 . . .

Translation The 29th Modern Summer Olympic GamesQ8567: The 29th Modern Summer Olympic Games, also
known as the 2008 Summer Olympics or Beijing Olympics, was held from August 8 to 24, 2008 in Beijing,
the capital of the People’s Republic of China. . . .

Annotation 2012年夏季奥林匹克运动会Q8577: 2012年夏季奥林匹克运动会，正式名称为第三十届夏季奥林匹
克运动会，又称为2012年伦敦奥运会，是于2012年7月27日至8月12日在英国伦敦举行的一届综合
性运动会。 . . .

Translation The 2012 Summer Olympic GamesQ8577: The 2012 Summer Olympic Games, officially known as
the 30th Summer Olympic Games, also known as the 2012 London Olympics, is a comprehensive sports
meeting held in London, England from July 27 to August 12, 2012. . . .

Bucket 4 Predicted an irrelevant specific instance of a general entity (10%)

Context . . . 中新网６月２８日电　据俄新网２７日报道，俄罗斯总统普京表示，通过直接投票的方式选举
产生俄联邦委员会参议员的做法违反宪法，但是他不排除将来可能 [E1]修改宪法 [/E1]直接选举产
生参议员。普京强调，“宪法规定，联邦委员会由执行和立法机关代表组成。”他指出，现行宪法没
有规定选民直接投票选举产生参议员的程序。再被问及是否会为实现直接选举联邦委员会成员而
修改宪法时，普京表示，“我不认为在这种情况下我们应该现在着手这个问题。但这在将来是有可
能的。” . . .

Translation . . . Chinanews.com, June 28. According to a report on the 27th of Russia’s new website, Russian President
Vladimir Putin stated that the election of senators to the Russian Federation Council through direct voting
violates the Constitution, but he does not rule out the possibility of [E1] amending the constitution [/E1]
in the future. Directly elected senators. Putin emphasized, “The Constitution stipulates that the Federal
Council is composed of representatives of the executive and legislative bodies.” He pointed out that the
current Constitution does not provide for the procedure for voters to directly vote for the election of senators.
When asked again whether he would amend the constitution to achieve direct election of members of the
Federal Council, Putin said, “I don’t think we should tackle this issue now under such circumstances. But it is
possible in the future.” . . .

Prediction 2020年俄罗斯修宪公投Q598098: 2020年俄罗斯修宪公投是俄罗斯于2020年6月25日至7月1日举行的
公投。此次公投是俄罗斯总统普京在2020年1月15日向联邦会议时提出的 . . .

Translation The 2020 Russian constitutional amendment referendumQ83347039: The 2020 Russian
constitutional amendment referendum is a referendum held by Russia from June 25 to July 1, 2020. The
referendum was proposed by Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Federal Conference on January 15,
2020. . . .

Annotation 宪法修正Q1198415: 宪法修正，简称修宪，指的是国家宪法的修改。有一些国家允许修改宪法本文；
也有一些国家不能修改宪法本文，但允许在本文后面附上增修条文。 . . .

Translation Constitutional amendmentQ53463: Constitutional amendment, referred to as constitutional amend-
ment, refers to the amendment of the national constitution. Some countries allow amendments to the text of the
constitution; some countries cannot amend the text of the constitution, but allow additions and amendments
to the back of the text. . . .

Table 11: Error analysis of CA model on Hansel-FS slice. (Bucket 3 and 4)
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Figure 4: Screenshot for Hansel-FS annotation. Annotators are given a highlighted mention and its context and some possible
choices to facilitate annotation. Detailed annotation procedure can be found in Section 3.3.

Figure 5: Screenshot for Hansel-ZS annotation (Stage 1). Annotators are given a entity and its basic information (i.e. entity
name, aliases and description). Links for searching Weibo, Baidu News, etc. are provided to facilitate annotation.
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Figure 6: Screenshot for Hansel-ZS annotation (Stage 2). Based on stage 1, annotators seek adversarial examples by
searching for a same or similar mention referring to a different entity. Annotators may choose to repeat this stage to add multiple
adversarial examples.
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